
Influencing an Entire Country’s Worth of People

Celebrity influence is everywhere. Jennifer Lopez brings fans to both theaters and 

concert venues. Jared Fogle pushes the nation to crave subs with less than six grams of 

fat. Michael Jordan continues to sell jerseys and shoes long after his playing days. 

Whether it is a decision regarding entertainment, health, style, or some other aspect of 

life, celebrity continues to impact choices made by the public. More often than not, when 

celebrities try to influence something I believe they succeed. That being said, not all 

celebrity influence is effective.   In retrospect, this year’s election serves as an example of 

a questionable celebrity influence. Nevertheless while their efforts may not have caused a 

change in the white house, I feel that celebrity still impacted this election.

Celebrities undoubtedly tried to influence the election this year, and they did so 

through the media in order to reach a vast audience.  On television, projects such as 

MTV’s “Rock The Vote” aimed to attract young voters to the polls.  Sean “P-Diddy” 

Combs has influenced the masses based on his record and merchandise sales (he has three 

certified platinum LP’s and his clothing line, Sean John, is projected to make $450 

million in retail sales this year)(Rowan/“Puff Daddy…FAQ’s”). Combs aimed to harness 

this influence and utilize it to recruit voters with his “Citizen Change” program (Scott).

The October issue of Rolling Stone devoted its cover story to the “Vote for Change” tour 

(including acts like Dave Matthews and Bruce Springsteen), which urged concert goers to 

get out and let their voices be heard (Wenner 64-76). Michael Moore toured college 

campuses across the country, including an appearance I attended at SU, and gained even 

more publicity for his cause with the many advertisements for the DVD release of 
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Fahrenheit 9-11 (Moore, M. 1). Perhaps most attention grabbing of all was Robin 

Williams’ tour of televised talk shows (including The Ellen DeGeneres Show on October 

13th and CBS’s The Early Show on October 14th) following the death of his close friend 

Christopher Reeve (“What’s new?”). During his appearances, Williams talked stem cell 

research and urged viewers to support the stem cell friendly candidate, John Kerry 

(“Robin Williams Extols Reeve”). These projects attempted to go beyond influencing 

participation-they aimed to influence candidate selection. 

While these projects were not directly associated with the Democratic Presidential 

candidate, he did seek to affiliate his campaign with celebrity. At the Democratic 

National Convention, the camera cut to the well-known faces in attendance like Combs 

and Rob Reiner. During nationally televised debates, John Kerry name-dropped 

celebrities Christopher Reeve and Michael J. Fox (Testa 12). Kerry even went as far as to 

utilize actor Ben Affleck during his various political rallies throughout the country. 

Affleck traveled with the Kerry campaign and headlined campaign fundraisers, 

introduced the Senator at rallies, gained publicity for Kerry, and helped Kerry appeal to 

the young audience already acquainted with Affleck (Mattise 8). However, in spite of all 

these efforts, Kerry still lost the election, perhaps leaving those who felt celebrity 

influence was absurd reassured in their convictions.  

Before the election, I believed that media and celebrity would politically influence 

both my peers and myself (look at Governor Schwarzenegger for past proof), but there 

were individuals who disagreed with this notion. Arguments aroused that celebrity 
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initiatives would only appeal to those who previously shared the views of the celebrities.

Studies supporting this preaching to the choir idea had been done surrounding Fahrenheit 

9-11. A poll done by a previously Republican-employed pollster friend of Michael 

Moore’s showed that “80% of the Fahrenheit 9/11 audiences in three different cities 

[were] essentially likely Kerry voters”(Meyer). This didn’t even guarantee that the 

remaining 20% would be swayed from their positions by the film. Judging by the election 

results the film didn’t sway many of these voters. The film was viewed by 60% of the 30-

49 demographic, 52% of the 50 to 64 age group, and 32% of the 65 and older (Moore, 

D.). All three of these demographics comfortably went to Bush in the election (30-44 by 

7%, 45-60 by 3%, and 60-over by 8%) (“Vote by Age”). This information implies that 

celebrity simply had very little influence on vote itself. 

Another argument against celebrity influence in the election was the feeling that 

most celebrity initiatives would only appeal to people not expected to vote in the election.

Larry Sabato, director of the Center for Politics at the University of Virginia, offered this 

pre-election thought on the notion of celebrities only appealing to apathetic citizens: 

“Celebrities don’t sway any voters with substantial gray matter. I mean, who would vote 

for someone because Ben Affleck is for them? They’d have to be a blithering idiot. 

Generally, the blithering idiots are in movie theaters on Election Day”(Ross). While 

blunt, this statement had some validity before the election. In the 2000 presidential 

election, voter turnout for youths aged 18-25 (arguably the most celebrity influenced 

demographic) was recorded at 42%, nearly 13% lower then the turnout by that age group
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 in 1972 (Donovan & Hugo).  After the election however, the new numbers politely 

disagree with this argument.

Many, who oppose the arguments against celebrity influence, including myself and my 

peers, feel that celebrities did influence the election. Although celebrity didn’t sway 

previously established voters, it brought new voters to the polls and influenced their 

decisions. The voter turnout for this election was the highest recorded total ever at nearly 

106 million Americans. Of this turnout, 11% were newly registered voters, and among 

these new voters, the numbers were 53%-46% in favor of John Kerry (Best). It might be

argued that this isn’t clear enough evidence of celebrity influence, but there are more 

numbers to support the claim. For the first time in history, a majority (51.6% to be exact) 

of the 18-30 demographic went to the polls on Election Day; an increase of more than 9% 

from the 2000 election.  They were also the only age group in which Kerry claimed 

victory, with a landslide 54%-44% difference (Moore, M. 2). However, can Kerry’s 

victory in this demographic be attributed to celebrity? The summer journals suggest so. 

One classmate said, “I, on the other hand, turned off the TV [after the DNC] feeling very 

positive about Kerry, especially Edwards. I guess entertainment value to me is very 

important”(Hu 6). An entry from my journal, written after realizing that Ben Affleck may 

not have directly influenced my vote but led me to read and watch things which exposed 

me to Democratic ideology, remarked “Affleck can allow Kerry to gain the vote of the 

otherwise distant young voter demographic; his political impact is undeniably 

powerful”(Mattise 8). These pre-election thoughts were even justified by research 
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numbers. A study conducted by MediaVest prior to the election showed “40 percent of 

[registered] 18-24s are influenced by celebrity endorsements in comparison to 15 percent 

of all adults [that] agree their voting preference will be influenced by celebrities”(Kelly).  

This shows that celebrity did make an impression on the election.

It is debatable whether celebrities were or were not successful in influencing the 

election, but I feel that it is difficult to argue against the increase in voter turnout or 

against the victories Kerry can claim among both new voters and youth voters. The fact 

that celebrity could change the mind of even just one voter was almost enough to sway an 

election that went down to the wire. I can only imagine the results if only more 18-30 

year olds resided in Ohio. Needless to say, that would have resulted in a majority of

satisfied youth (18-30yr.old) voters, including myself, across the country. 

Nathan Mattise for COM 107 (Prof. Gorham)
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